[Growth rates of gastric cancer in the aged].
Yamashiro et al reported "growth patterns of gastric cancers in the aged" in 1991 using 219 autopsy cases and 33 followup cases of gastric cancer in the natural course without operations obtained for 16 years. They also showed a certain curve of cancer area and ordinal number of tumor size on the logarithmic scale of both axes obtained from 120 gastric cancer cases from autopsy. We considered the curve by Yamashiro as a model curve of cancer growth by regarding ordinal numbers of tumor size as course times of tumor growth. Then we re-examined the 33 follow-up cases and calculated the tumor growth rate in each case by means of comparing case data with the model curve described above. In the result, the follow-up cases were grossly divided into 5 groups of ratios of growth rate 2(0), 2(1), 2(2), 2(3) and 2(4). In some articles about the cancer growth-rate of digestive organs, their data-values of doubling-time are suggestive of an arrangement with groups and gaps in it, respectively. They seem supportive of our results above.